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“ I am the observed link
between myself and 
observing myself.”

Heinz von Foerster



“We take as given the idea of 
distinction and the idea of 
indication, and that it is not 

possible to make an indication 
without drawing a distinction.

We take, therefore, the 
form of distinction

for the form.”

G. Spencer-Brown



We take the Form 
Of Distinction
For the Form.



“The laws of physics, the so-called ‘laws 
of nature’, can be described by us.

The laws of brain functions - or ever 
more generally - the laws of biology, 

must be written  in such a way that the 
writing of these laws can be deduced 
from them, i.e. that they have to write 

themselves.”
HVF, Cybernetics of Epistemology 

(1973).













phase-shifted from the original one by one half-period. The
juxtaposition of the these two waveforms yields a marked state.
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With this interpretation we would like to keep position  as a rule
about the reentering mark. But we also note, that as a waveform
the reentering mark, taken all by itself, is indistinguishable from its
crossed form.

......=

= (all by itself)
One way to get partially out of this dilemma is to make two
imaginary values i and j, one for each waveform and to have the
following waveform arithmetic:
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The waveform arithmetic satisfies occultation and transposition, but
not position. It is similar to the three-values Calculus for Self-
Reference, and has a completeness theorem using these values. This
rich structure is directly related to a class of multiple valued logics
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to satisfy this equation. It is akin to solving,

by attempting to create a space where “I” can be both myself and inside myself, as is true
of our psychological locus. And this can be solved by an infinite regress of Me’s inside of
Me’s.

In a similar manner, we may solve the equation for J by an infinite nest of boxes

Note that in this form of the solution, layered like an onion, the entire infinite form reenters
its own indicational space. It is indeed a solution to the equation

The solution in the form

is meant to indicate how the form reenters its own indicational space. This reentry notation
is due to G. Spencer-Brown. Although he did not write down the reentering mark itself in
his book Laws of Form, it is implicit in the discussion in chapter 11 of that book.

It is not obvious that we should take infinite regress as a model for the way we are in
the world. Everyone has experienced being between two reflecting mirrors and the
veritable infinite regress that arises at once in that situation. Physical processes can happen
more rapidly than the speed of our discursive thought, and thereby provide ground for an
excursion to infinity.
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Figure 1 - DNA Replication

In logic there is a level beyond the simple copying of symbols that contains a
non-trivial description of self-replication. The (von Neumann) schema is as follows:
There is a universal building machine B that can accept a text or description
x (the program) and build what the text describes. We let lowercase x denote
the description and uppercase X denote that which is described. Thus B with
x will build X. The building machine also produces an extra copy of the text
x. This is appended to the production X as X, x. Thus B, when supplied with
a description x, produces that which x describes, with a copy of its description
attached. Schematically we have the process shown below.
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B, x !" B, x; X,x

Self-replication is an immediate consequence of this concept of a universal building
machine. Let b denote the text or program for the universal building machine.
Apply B to its own description.

B, b !" B, b;B, b

The universal building machine reproduces itself. Each copy is a universal building
machine with its own description appended. Each copy will proceed to reproduce
itself in an unending tree of duplications. In practice this duplication will continue
until all available resources are used up, or until someone removes the programs or
energy sources from the proliferating machines.

It is not necessary to go all the way to a universal building machine to establish
replication in a formal system or a cellular automaton (See the epilogue to this paper
for examples.). On the other hand, all these logical devices for replication are based
on the hardware/software or Object/Symbol distinction. It is worth looking at the
abstract form of DNA replication.

DNA consists in two strands of base-pairs wound helically around a phosphate
backbone. It is customary to call one of these strands the “Watson” strand and
the other the “Crick” strand. Abstractly we can write

DNA =< W |C >

to symbolize the binding of the two strands into the single DNA duplex. Replication
occurs via the separation of the two strands via polymerase enzyme. This separation
occurs locally and propagates. Local sectors of separation can amalgamate into
larger pieces of separation as well. Once the strands are separated, the environment
of the cell can provide each with complementary bases to form the base pairs of
new duplex DNA’s. Each strand, separated in vivo, finds its complement being
built naturally in the environment. This picture ignores the well-known topological
di!culties present to the actual separation of the daughter strands.

The base pairs are AT (Adenine and Thymine) and GC (Guanine and Cyto-
sine). Thus if

< W | =< ...TTAGAATAGGTACGCG...|
then

|C >= |...AATCTTATCCATGCGC... > .

Symbolically we can oversimplify the whole process as

< W | + E !"< W |C >= DNA

E + |C >!"< W |C >= DNA

< W |C >!"< W | + E + |C >=< W |C >< W |C >

Either half of the DNA can, with the help of the environment, become a full DNA.
We can let E !" |C >< W | be a symbol for the process by which the environment
supplies the complementary base pairs AG, TC to the Watson and Crick strands.
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Self Replication Schematic

DNA is a Self-Replicating EigenForm
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dimension. After that invention, it turned out that the diagrams
represented knotted and linked curves in space, a concept far
beyond the ken of those original flatlanders.

Set theory is about an asymmetric relation called membership.
We write a  !  S  to say that a is a member of the set S. And we are
loathe to allow a to belong to b, b to belong to a (although there is
really no law against it). In this section we shall diagram the
membership relation as follows:

a
b

a

a b!

The entities a  and b that are in the relation a !!!!  b are diagrammed as
segments of lines or curves, with the a -curve passing underneath the
b -curve.  Membership is represented by under-passage of curve
segments.  A curve or segment with no curves passing underneath it
is the empty set.

{   }

{ {  }  }

{   }

(K)not Sets

Crossing 
as Relationship

In the diagram above, we indicate two sets. The first (looking like the
mark) is the empty set. The second, consisting of a mark crossing
over another mark, is the set whose only member is the empty set.
We can continue this construction, building again the von Neumann
construction of the natural numbers in this notation:

{ {} {{}} }

{ {} {{}} {{} {{}}} }

{}

{{}}

This notation allows us to also have sets that are members of
themselves,

a a!

a

a = {a}
and sets can be members of each other.

a

b
a={b}
b={a}

Mutuality is diagrammed as topological linking. This leads the
question beyond flatland: Is there a topological interpretation for this
way of looking at set-membership?

Consider the following example, modified from the previous one.

b
a

a = {}
b = {a,a}

b

a
a={}
b={}

topological
equivalence

The link consisting of a  and b  in this example is not topologically
linked. The two components slide over one another and come apart.
The set a remains empty, but the set b changes from b = {a,a} to
empty. This example suggests the following interpretation.

Self-
Membership

Mutuality



A 
belongs to A.

A does not
belong to A.

Topological Russell (K)not Paradox



a
b

c
d

a = {b}
b = {a, c}
c = {b, d}
d = {c}

In the diagram above, a chain link becomes a linked chain of knot-
sets. But consider the link shown below.

a

bc

a = {b,b}
b = {c,c}
c = {a,a}

The Borrommean Rings
These rings are commonly called the Borromean Rings. The Rings
have the property that if you remove any one of them, then the
other two are topologically unlinked. They form a topological
tripartite relation. Their knot-set is described by the three equations

a = {b,b}
b = {c,c}
c = {a,a}.

Thus we see that this representative knot-set is a "scissors-paper-
stone" pattern. Each component of the Rings lies over one other
component, in a cyclic pattern. But in terms of the equivalence
relation on knot sets that we have used, the knot set for the Rings is
empty (by pair cancellation)!

The example of the Borrommean Rings suggests that we should
generalize the notion of knot-sets so that the Rings represent a non-
trivial "set" in this generalization. The generalization should also be
invariant under the Reidemeister moves.
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toward a mathematical description of coalesence. In the world of eigenform, the
observer and the observed are one in a process that recursively gives rise to each.

3. Shaping a world
We identify the world in terms of how we shape it. We shape the world in response to
how it changes us. We change the world and the world changes us. Objects arise as
tokens of behavior that leads to seemingly unchanging forms. Forms are seen to be
unchanging through their invariance under our attempts to change, to shape them.

Can you conceive of an object independent of your ability to perceive it? I did not
say an object independent of your perception.

Let us assume that it is possible to talk of the tree in the forest where we are not. But
how are we to speak of that tree? One can say, the tree is there. What does this mean? It
means that there is a potentiality for that tree to appear in the event of the appearance
of a person such as myself or yourself in the place called that forest. What is the tree
doing when I am not in the forest?

I will never know, but I do know that “it” obediently becomes treeish and located
when “I” am “there”. The quotation marks are indications of objects dissolving into
relationships. Whenever “I” am present, the world (of everything that is the case) is
seen through the act of framing. I imagine a pure world, unframed. But this is the
world of all possibility. As soon as we enter the scene the world is filtered and
conformed to become the form that frame and brain have consolidated to say is
reality.

4. Heinz’s eigenform model
Heinz created a model for thinking about object as token for eigenbehavior. This model
examines the result of a simple recursive process carried to its limit.

For example, see Figure 1. That is, each step in the process encloses the results of
the previous step within a box.

Then the infinite concatenation of F upon itself is an infinite nest of boxes as shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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= J =

F(J) = J.

Fixed Point at Infinity

phase-shifted from the original one by one half-period. The
juxtaposition of the these two waveforms yields a marked state.
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With this interpretation we would like to keep position  as a rule
about the reentering mark. But we also note, that as a waveform
the reentering mark, taken all by itself, is indistinguishable from its
crossed form.

......=

= (all by itself)
One way to get partially out of this dilemma is to make two
imaginary values i and j, one for each waveform and to have the
following waveform arithmetic:
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ij

j   = ji   = i

i j= =, ,

,
The waveform arithmetic satisfies occultation and transposition, but
not position. It is similar to the three-values Calculus for Self-
Reference, and has a completeness theorem using these values. This
rich structure is directly related to a class of multiple valued logics



1
11
21
1211
111221
312211

WHAT IS THE NEXT 
NUMBER?

An EigenPuzzle



6.1 Audio-activity and the social context
I kept thinking about that question, and wondering about finding a good mathematical
example. Then I remembered learning about the “audio-active sequence” of numbers
from Conway (1985). This is a number sequence that begins as:

1; 11; 21; 1211; 111221; 312211; 13112221; 1113213211; . . .

Can you find the next number in the sequence? If you read them out loud, the
generating idea becomes apparent

one; one one; two ones; one two; one one; . . .

Each term in the sequence is a description of the digits in the previous member of the
sequence. The recursion goes back and forth between number and description of
number. What happens as this recursion goes on and on?

Here is a bit more of it:

1
11
21
1211
111221
312211
13112221
1113213211
31131211131221
13211311123113112211
11131221133112132113212221
31132221232112111312211312113211
13211332111213122112311311222113111221131221

Now you can begin to see that there is a approach to a triple of infinite sequences, each
describing the next, with the first describing the last. This triple is the limiting
condition of the audio-active sequence. In one sense the audio-active sequence oscillates
among these three sequences (in the limit), and yet in another sense this triplet of
infinite sequences is the eigenform in back of the audio-activity!

A ! 11131221131211132221. . .

B ! 3113112221131112311332. . .

C ! 132113213221133112132123. . .

The triple of infinite sequences are built by continually cycling the self-description
through the three sequences. This leads to a definite and highly unpredictable buildup
of the three infinite sequences,A, B, and C such that B describesA, C describes B and
A describes C! (Figure 5).

This triplication is the eigenform for the recursion of the audio-active sequence. The
triplicate mutual description is the “fixed point” of this recursion. With this example,
we begin to see the subtlety of the concept of an eigenform, and how it may apply to
diverse human situations. For indeed imagine the plight of three individual human
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John Conway’s
Audioactive Sequence
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beings Alice, Bob and Carol who each take on the task to describe another, with Bob
describing Alice, Carol describing Bob and Alice describing Carol. In the mutual round
of their descriptions they may converge on a mutual agreement as do the triplet of
audio-active sequences (in the limit). Yet, it may take some coaxing to bring forth the
agreement and some creativity as well. More complex social situations will be beyond
calculation, and yet, the principles of the interaction, the possibility of eigenforms will
apply. The concept is powerful and important to consider, particularly when one is
faced with the incalculable nature of complex interaction.

7. Generation of objects
The true question about an object is: How is it generated?

The false question about an object is: What is its classification?
Take a mathematical case in point. Let R be the set of all sets that are not members

of themselves. (Russell’s famous paradoxical set.) We symbolize R as follows.
Let AB denote the condition that B is a member of A.
Define R by the equation

RX !,XX

which says X is a member of R means that it is not the case that X is a member of X.
From this we reach the paradox at once. Substitute R for X you obtain:

RR !,RR

R is a member of R means that it is not the case that R is a member of R.
Something curious has happened. We attempt to classify R by finding if it was or

was not a member of itself and we are led into a round robin that oscillates between
membership and nonmembership. Classification creates trouble.

Ask how R is generated.
We start with some sets we know. For example, the empty set is not a member of

itself, neither is the set of all cats. So a first approximation to R could be

R1 ! { { }; Cats};

where Cats denote the set of all cats (Cats is not a cat.). Now we note that R1 is also
not a member of itself. So we have to add R1 to get a better approximation R2.

R2 ! { { }; Cats; { { }; Cats} }:

But R2 is also not a member of itself and so we would have to add R2 and keep on with
this as well as throwing in other sets that come along and are normal. A set is normal if
it is not a member of itself.

Figure 5.
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domain of real numbers usually assumed in working with numerical recursions. This
last example is worth comparing with the infinite nest of boxes. If we ask for a fixed
point for F!x" # 2$ 1=x we are asking for an x such that x # 2$ 1=x: Hence we
ask for x such that x *x # 2x$ 1; a solution to a quadratic equation. And one
verifies that !1$ Sqrt!2""!1$ Sqrt!2"" # 2!1$ Sqrt!2"" $ 1: Hence x # 1$
Sqrt!2" is an example of a fixed point for F(x).

On the other hand, following the proof of the theorem, we find that

J # F!F!F!. . .""" # 2$ 1=!2$ 1=!2$ 1=!2$ %%%""";
an infinite continued fraction that formally satisfies the equation J # F!J": In this case,
we can make numerical sense of the infinite construction. In general, we are challenged
to find a context in which the infinite concatenation of the operator makes sense.

The place where this sort of construction reaches a conceptual boundary is
met in dealing with all solutions to a quadratic equation. There we can begin
with the equation x *x # ax$ b with roots x # !a$ Sqrt!a * a$ 4b""=2 and
x # !a2 Sqrt!a * a$ 4b""=2: If !a * a$ 4b" , 0 then the roots are imaginary.
On the other hand, we can rewrite the quadratic (dividing by x for x not zero) as
x # a$ b=x # f!x":

Associating to this form of the quadratic the eigenform

E # f!f!f!f!. . ."""";
we have

E # a$ 1=!b$ 1=!a$ 1=!b$ %%%""" with f!E" # E:

Thus, E is a formal solution to the quadratic equation, and the consecutive terms

E1 # a; E2 # a$ 1=b; E3 # a$ 1=!b$ 1=a"; . . .
will converge to one of the roots when the roots are real, but will oscillate with no
convergence when the roots are imaginary. Nevertheless, this series and its associated
eigenform are very closely related to the complex solutions, and the eigenform provides
a conceptual center for the investigation of these relationships (Kauffman 1987, 1994).

We end this section with one more example. This is the eigenform of the Koch
fractal (Kauffman, 1987). In this case, one can symbolically write the eigenform
equation

K # K{K K}K

to indicate that the Koch Fractal re-enters its own indicational space four times (i.e. it is
made up of four copies of itself, each one-third the size of the original). The curly
brackets in the center of this equation refer to the fact that the two middle copies within
the fractal are inclined with respect to one another and with respect to the two outer
copies. Figure 3 shows the geometric configuration of the re-entry.

In the geometric recursion, each line segment at a given stage is replaced by four
line segments of one-third its length, arranged according to the pattern of re-entry as
shown in Figure 3. The recursion corresponding to the Koch eigenform is shown in
Figure 4. Here we see the sequence of approximations leading to the infinite
self-reflecting eigenform that is known as the Koch snowflake fractal.
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Five stages of recursion are shown. To the eye, the last stage vividly illustrates how the
ideal fractal form contains four copies of itself, each one-third the size of the whole. The
abstract schema

K ! K{K K}K

for this fractal itself can be iterated to produce a “skeleton” of the geometric recursion:

Figure 3.
Geometric configuration of
the re-entry

Figure 4.
Recursion corresponding
to the Koch eigenform
which leads to the infinite
self-reflecting eigenform
(Koch snowflake fractal)
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The Framing of
Imaginary Space.



Fibonacci Form and Beyond 17

It is generally thought that the miracle of being able to recognize an object arises in
some simple way from the assumed existence of the object and the action of our perceiving
systems. What must be understood is that this act of cognition is a fine tuning to the point
at which the action of the perceiver, and the perception of the object are indistinguishable.
Such tuning requires an intermixing of the perceiver and the perceived that goes beyond
description. Yet in terms of mathematical entities such as number or fractal pattern, part of
the process is slowed down to the point where we can begin to apprehend it. There is a
stability in the comparison, in the one-to-one correspondence that is a process happening
at once in the present time. The closed loop of perception occurs in the eternity of present
individual time. Each such process depends upon linked and ongoing eigenbehaviors and
yet is seen as simple by the perceiving mind.

6.  Fibonacci Particles

Think of the Spencer-Brown mark as an “elementary particle” that has two modes of
interaction. Two marks can interact to produce either one mark or nothing.

 

Fractal
Re-entering

Mark





But he has also left the consequence of the question to us. For if the world is a world
of eigenforms and most of them are in time oscillatory, and unstable, must we insist on
stability at the level of our present perception of that world? In principle, there is an
eigenform, but that form leads always outward into larger worlds and new
understanding. In the case of quantummechanics, the whole theory has the appearance
of an elementary exercise, confirming the view point of objects as tokens for
eigenbehaviors in a special case. Heinz leaves us with the conundrum of finding the
more general physical theory that confirms that special case.

This dilemma is itself a special case of the dilemma that Heinz has given us. He said
it himself many times. If you give a person an undecideable problem, the action of that
person in attempting to solve the problem shows who is that person and what is the
nature of his/her creativity.

6. A conversation with Ranulph Glanville
This essay has its beginnings in a conversation with Ranulph Glanville. Ranulph
asked “Does every recursion have a fixed point?”, hoping for a mathematician’s
answer. And I said first, “Well no, clearly not, after all it is common for processes to go
into oscillation and so never come to rest”. And then I said, “On the other hand, here is
the theorem:

Theorem. Every recursion has a fixed point.
Proof. Let the recursion be given by an equation of the form

X0 ! F"X#

where X0 denotes the next value of X and F encapsulates the function or rule that
brings the recursion to its next step. Here F and X can be any descriptors of actor and
actant that are relevant to the recursion being studied. Now form

J ! F"F"F"F". . .####;

the infinite concatenation of F upon itself.
Then, we see that

F"J# ! F"F"F"F"F". . .##### ! J:

Hence, J is a fixed point for the recursion and we have proved that every recursion has
a fixed point. QED A

Ranulph said “Oh yes I remember that! Can I quote your proof?”, and I said
“Certainly, but you will have to make your attribution to Heinz and his paper ‘Objects:
Tokens for (Eigen-)Behaviors’ (von Foerster, 1981b, pp. 274-85), for that is where I
came to appreciate this result, although I first understood it via the book ‘Laws of
Form’ (Spencer-Brown, 1969)”.

And I went on to say that this theorem was in my view a startling magician’s trick
on Heinz’s part, throwing us into the certainty of an eigenform (fixed point)
corresponding to any process and at the same time challenging us to understand the
nature of that fixed point in some context that is actually relevant to the original
ground of conversation. Ranulph agreed, and our e-mails settled back into the usual
background hum.
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Eigenforms “Exist”



DX=10*(Y-X)
DY=X*(28-Z)-Y

DZ=X*Y-2.666*Z

Lorenz EigenForm



Fibonacci Form and Beyond 3

It is well-known that the process of cutting off squares can be continued to infinity if
we start with a rectangle that is of the size ! " 1 where ! is the golden mean ! = (1+ 5 )/2.

This is not surprising. Such a process will work when the new rectangle is similar to
the original one, i.e.,

W/(L – W) = L/W.

Taking W = 1, we find that 1/(L – 1) = L, whence L2 – L – 1 = 0, whose positive root is the
golden mean.

It is also well-known that is the limit of successive ratios of Fibonacci numbers with
1 < 3/2 < 8/5 < 21/13 < ... < ! < ... < 13/8 < 5/3 < 2.

Fig. 2.  Characterizing the golden ratio.

Fig. 1.  The Fibonacci rectangles.

We ask:
Is there any other proportion for a rectangle, other than the Golden Proportion, that

will allow the process of cutting off successive squares to produce an infinite paving of the
original rectangle by squares of different sizes? The answer is: No!

Theorem.
The only proportion that allows the pattern of cutting off successive squares to

produce an infinite paving of the original rectangle by squares of different sizes is the
golden ratio.

The Golden Rectangle



Theorem. Every F has a fixed point.

Proof. Let
gx = F(xx).

Then
gg = F(gg).

QED

THE DUPLICATING 
GREMLIN

When the gremlin (g) meets some thing, he duplicates that 
thing and puts it inside a form F(   ).

!!

Church-Curry
Fixed Point
Theorem



AAA =

=

=

Hence

The Duplicating Gremlin Creates
The Re-entering Mark.

phase-shifted from the original one by one half-period. The
juxtaposition of the these two waveforms yields a marked state.

...

...
=
=

=

...
...

With this interpretation we would like to keep position  as a rule
about the reentering mark. But we also note, that as a waveform
the reentering mark, taken all by itself, is indistinguishable from its
crossed form.

......=

= (all by itself)
One way to get partially out of this dilemma is to make two
imaginary values i and j, one for each waveform and to have the
following waveform arithmetic:

...

...
=
=

=

...
...i

j

ij

j   = ji   = i

i j= =, ,

,
The waveform arithmetic satisfies occultation and transposition, but
not position. It is similar to the three-values Calculus for Self-
Reference, and has a completeness theorem using these values. This
rich structure is directly related to a class of multiple valued logics

Fibonacci Form and Beyond 13

to satisfy this equation. It is akin to solving,

by attempting to create a space where “I” can be both myself and inside myself, as is true
of our psychological locus. And this can be solved by an infinite regress of Me’s inside of
Me’s.

In a similar manner, we may solve the equation for J by an infinite nest of boxes

Note that in this form of the solution, layered like an onion, the entire infinite form reenters
its own indicational space. It is indeed a solution to the equation

The solution in the form

is meant to indicate how the form reenters its own indicational space. This reentry notation
is due to G. Spencer-Brown. Although he did not write down the reentering mark itself in
his book Laws of Form, it is implicit in the discussion in chapter 11 of that book.

It is not obvious that we should take infinite regress as a model for the way we are in
the world. Everyone has experienced being between two reflecting mirrors and the
veritable infinite regress that arises at once in that situation. Physical processes can happen
more rapidly than the speed of our discursive thought, and thereby provide ground for an
excursion to infinity.

 

 

 

=



The Russell Gremlin

Rx = ~ xx

~ denotes “not”.

RR = ~RR
This is the form of the

Russell Paradox.

Ax means
“x belongs 

to A”



The eigenform always exists, but
it may be imaginary with 
respect to our present

“Reality”.

If  i = -1/i, 
then

i i = -1.
There is no real number whose 

square is minus one.

1

i

-1

-i



1

i

-1

-i

Possibility and Necessity



X^2 + Y^2 + Z^2 + (i cT)^2 = 0

The Light Cone



f(x) = a + b/x
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“Irrational”

“Imaginary”



HVF

HVF#
HVF

The Indicative Shift



HVF

"HVF"

"#HVF"

After

Before



M #

# M # M 

Self Reference occurs at the Shift 
of the Name M of the 

Meta-Naming Operator #.

“ I am the 
Observed link

Between myself
And

Observing myself.”



Paradox Generates Time
J = ~J

J:    ... T F T F T F T F T F ...
~J:     ...F T F T F T F T F T ...

F  OR  T = T
Therefore

J  OR  ~J = T.phase-shifted from the original one by one half-period. The
juxtaposition of the these two waveforms yields a marked state.
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With this interpretation we would like to keep position  as a rule
about the reentering mark. But we also note, that as a waveform
the reentering mark, taken all by itself, is indistinguishable from its
crossed form.

......=

= (all by itself)
One way to get partially out of this dilemma is to make two
imaginary values i and j, one for each waveform and to have the
following waveform arithmetic:

...

...
=
=

=

...
...i

j

ij

j   = ji   = i

i j= =, ,

,
The waveform arithmetic satisfies occultation and transposition, but
not position. It is similar to the three-values Calculus for Self-
Reference, and has a completeness theorem using these values. This
rich structure is directly related to a class of multiple valued logics



Aren’t the two conditions

and 

Logically Contradictory?

Flagg Resolution: 
There is only one     .

All appearances of      in a 
given Text

Must be altered together
or not at all. 
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The Flagg resolution 
allows the entry of eigenforms into our
discourse without having to change the 

essential forms of reasoning.
This, at the cost of 

“textual non-locality”.

Is this a precursor to the
non-locality of the 
quantum world? 

Non-Locality in the Text
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The Universe is undoubtedly 
Indistinguishable from Itself.

And yet, a Distinction 
Shall arise in Mutuality.



Eigenforms such as 
J = ~J

could well
be called

Imaginary values.

Let us not forget the 
primordial imaginary value,

the act of (making) a
distinction.

Fibonacci Form and Beyond 17

It is generally thought that the miracle of being able to recognize an object arises in
some simple way from the assumed existence of the object and the action of our perceiving
systems. What must be understood is that this act of cognition is a fine tuning to the point
at which the action of the perceiver, and the perception of the object are indistinguishable.
Such tuning requires an intermixing of the perceiver and the perceived that goes beyond
description. Yet in terms of mathematical entities such as number or fractal pattern, part of
the process is slowed down to the point where we can begin to apprehend it. There is a
stability in the comparison, in the one-to-one correspondence that is a process happening
at once in the present time. The closed loop of perception occurs in the eternity of present
individual time. Each such process depends upon linked and ongoing eigenbehaviors and
yet is seen as simple by the perceiving mind.

6.  Fibonacci Particles

Think of the Spencer-Brown mark as an “elementary particle” that has two modes of
interaction. Two marks can interact to produce either one mark or nothing.

 



The universe that we know
Comes into being 

Through Imagination
Bringing forth

A world of distinctions that
we take to be 

Real.

Only the Imaginary is Real.



The art of distinction  is 
Inseparable from

The art of 
Joining.



In order for a universe to come into
being the world must act to 

divide itself into one part that is
seen and another part that sees.



Quality, Love 
Reality, Imagination, and

Discrimination
are Inseparable.

What IS 
is identical 
In Form

with
What is not.

The Form
we take to exist

arises from
framing 
Nothing.




